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Background

Paleontology is the study of fossils, the remains or records of organisms. 

It is broader than often perceived: dinosaurs are a very small subset of 
vertebrates, which pale in comparison to invertebrates. 

How old are the oldest fossils?

When do complex organisms first show up in the fossil record?

How old are humans (Homo sapiens) in comparison?



Background

What are different fossils?

Where can fossils be found?

What are local fossils?



History of Paleontology

Paleontology is a comparatively recent field of research, only gaining academic 
hold in the second half of the 19th century. The inchoate discipline did not 
distinguish between geology and paleontology (e.g., law of superposition and 
principle of faunal succession). 

However, knowledge of fossils has existed in the written record for 2500 years. 
Fossils can be found in archaeological contexts, but this is exceptionally rare. 



Timeline

Paleozoic: (Ediacaran) Mesozoic: Cenozoic:

Cambrian Triassic Paleocene 

Ordovician Jurassic Eocene

Silurian Cretaceous Oligocene

Devonian Miocene

Carboniferous Pliocene

Permian Pleistocene



Academic Paleontology
Academic paleontology is a very small field, but is important in                                                      
many natural sciences.

Pure paleontology has few commercial applications,    
and as a result there are fewer academic jobs than 
there are researchers.

Paleontologists can specialize in clades (trilobitology), time periods (Miocene 
paleontology), or big-picture (evolutionary paleontology). One of the primary 
distinctions is vertebrate and invertebrate paleontology.



Academic Paleontology
Contemporary paleontology is interdisciplinary: paleoecology, paleobiology, 
paleoclimatology. 

This is predicated on the idea of uniformitarianism: the principle that the same 
mechanisms that guide current processes did so in the past. 



Commercial Paleontology
Commercial paleontology has existed for centuries (English ammonite serpents), 
but only recently was legitimized.

Geological Enterprises was critical in the foundation                                                       
of academic commercial paleontology, with over                                                                        
thirty species named in honor of Allen Graffham. 

Today, there are thousands of fossil dealers, exemplified by the Tucson Gem, 
Mineral, and Fossil Show held biannually in February and September. 



Ethics and Major Questions
Many fossils would not be found without private collection. Does that justify the 
potential loss to researchers?

Should fossils be privately owned, collected, and sold?

What fossils, if any, should be privately owned?

Who has the rights to ownership when collected on private land? On public land?



Laboratory Exercise
The stations in the back cover major clades and evolutionary changes, in addition 
to one on local Virginian fossils.

 

Please ask me if you have any questions. 


